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170Hz - 16kHz
3.5kg (7.5lbs)

90° x 45°
2 x Speakon NL4

or Phoenix installation connectors

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 5”
*AES rated

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

95dB 

Power
(rms*)

60W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Ultra-compact enclosure
·  Wide and even dispersion
·  5” drivers optimised to Funktion One specification
·  Excellent Sensitivity
·  No compression driver
·  Choice of Speakon or Installation connectors
·  M6 mounting and attachment points
·  Curved powder-coated mild steel grill

The F55 ultra-compact loudspeaker is the perfect choice for applications requiring wide-dispersion near-
field coverage including bars, theatre front-fill, under-balcony and domestic use.  This high sensitivity enclo-
osure  delivers  good  vocal intelligibility  with  excellent clarity  and  imaging  detail;  attributes  rarely  present in
 compact loudspeakers.  Dual 5”  drivers  manufactured  to  Funktion  One  specification  have  been  carefully
 optimised with the enclosure tuning for use without processor or system equalisation for natural simplicity
 and high performance.  In common with the F81, out of operating band low frequency protection is incorp-
orated.   If additional bass reinforcement is required our smaller bass enclosures including the MB112 and
 MB210LP make the perfect complement

F55
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95Hz - 19kHz
5kg (11.5lbs)

90° x 70°
2 x Speakon NL4

or Phoenix installation connectors

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

8”
1”
*AES rated

Driver Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

98dB 

Power
(rms*)

100W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Compact enclosure with high output
·  Wide dispersion
·  8” and 1” drivers optimised to Funktion One specification.  
·  Excellent sensitivity
·  High passive crossover point to HF driver for low distortion
·  Choice of Speakon or Installation connectors
·  M6 mounting and attachment points
·  Curved powder-coated mild steel grill

The F81 loudspeaker delivers great sound and performance from a compact enclosure.  In common with 
the F101, the smaller F81 also features excellent bass definition and high vocal intelligibility, attributes not 
usually present in this genre of small size product.  It makes a great choice for use in distributed systems 
and ancillary zones as well as allowing home studios and smaller venues to benefit from the exceptional clar-
ity and purity of Funktion One sound. 

If additional bass is required, the F81s are ideally complemented with our MB112 or MB112A bass enclo-
sures. 

F81
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Fitted with two Speakon 
NL4s or Phoenix 
installation connector.

85Hz - 19kHz
10kg (22lbs)

90° x 70°
2 x Speakon NL4

or Phoenix installation connectors

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

10”
1”
*AES rated

Driver Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

101dB 

Power
(rms*)

150W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Compact enclosure with high output
·  Wide dispersion
·  10” and 1” drivers optimised to Funktion One specification.  
·  Excellent Sensitivity
·  High passive crossover point to HF driver for low distortion
·  Choice of Speakon or Installation connectors
·  M8 mounting and attachment points
·  Curved powder-coated mild steel grill
·  Integral pole mount 

The F101 loudspeaker brings Funktion One’s unique sound quality and purity of design to a wider audience 
than ever before, offering a fresh choice to those searching for sonic involvement from a small source.  

The F101 delivers excellent bass definition and vocal intelligibility, attributes not usually present in compact 
loudspeakers.  In common with our larger scale systems, this loudspeaker also provides high imaging detail 
and clarity.  Furthermore, with Funktion One’s exceptional enclosure tuning and driver optimisation, no 
processor or system equalisation is required, maximising the fidelity, performance, natural simplicity and 
cost effectiveness of this product.   Its sensitivity of 101dB for 1 Watt at 1 Metre is unprecedented for this 
class of loudspeaker.  Out of operating band low frequency protection is incorporated.   

The F101 neatly fills a niche between the F81 and the Resolution 1 being ideal for many applications includ-
ing studio reference monitoring, AV presentations and theatre use.  In 2010, the F101 was awarded the DJ 
Magazine Tech Award for Studio Monitor of the Year.

The F101 forms a potent system when complemented with Funktion One bass enclosures including the 
MB210LP, MB212, F118 and F215.

F101
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35mm Top Hat

254mm
 [10"]

490mm
 [1'-7 5/16"]

345mm
 [1'-1 5/8"]

398mm
 [1'-3 11/16"]

600mm
 [1'-11 5/8"]

47mm
 [1 7/8"]

M10 Flypoints

60Hz - 19kHz
18kg (39lbs)

90° Horizontal x 40° Vertical
(rotatable)

2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:

Connectors:

12”
1”
*AES rated

Driver Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

100dB 

Power
(rms*)

350W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Compact enclosure with high output
·  Wide dispersion
·  12” and 1” drivers optimised to Funktion One specification.
·  Excellent Sensitivity
·  High passive crossover point to HF driver for low distortion
·  Trapezoid shape and rotatable HF horn
·  M10 mounting and attachment points
·  Curved powder-coated mild steel grill
·  Integral pole mount

The F1201 is the newest addition to Funktion-One’s small speaker range. Using the ever-popular combina-
tion of a 12” driver and 1” compression driver the F1201 offers exceptional clarity and level over a wide 
range of frequencies. With Funktion One’s exceptional enclosure tuning and driver optimisation, no proces-
sor or system equalisation is required; maximising the fidelity, performance, natural simplicity and cost effec-
tiveness of this product.

The trapezoid shape combined with an HF horn that can be easily rotated through 90° facilitates simple 
horizontal or vertical deployment, as well as being part of horizontal and vertical arrays for larger dispersion. 
The F1201 works as a stand alone PA or for use in small clubs and bars, and is ideally suited for use with 
Infrabass 218 and F121 bass enclosures where low bass extension is needed.

F1201
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70Hz - 18kHz
13kg (28.5lbs)

110° x 40°
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

2 x 8”
1 x HF Slot
*AES rated

Driver Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

99dB 

Power
(rms*)

400W 

Nominal
Impedance

6Ω

Features:
·  Wide dispersion
·  Wide bandwidth
·  Funktion One designed 8” drivers
·  Choice of grill types

The F88 comprises two Funktion One designed wide bandwidth 8” loudspeakers with a passive slot 
tweeter delivering frequencies above 7kHz.  Particular attention has been paid to the arrangement of the 
drive units to optimise coherency.  The F88’s 110° dispersion and 99dB sensitivity from 70Hz to 18kHz 
allows it to be used in numerous applications including under-balcony, theatre, bar/club, cinema surround 
and AV.  The F88 delivers full-range sound in its own right and can be given more authority with the addition 
of Funktion-One bass enclosures including MB212 and F118.
 

F88
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180Hz - 18kHz
27kg (60lbs)

60° Horizontal x 55° Vertical
Industrial sprung terminals

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 8”
1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

180-6k5Hz
6k5Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

108dB
106dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W
50W 

Nominal
Impedance

} 6Ω Total

Features:
·  Controlled and even dispersion
·  2 Way passive (minimising amplifier/x-over usage)
·  Funktion One designed drivers
·  Includes stainless steel mounting yoke
·  Weather-resistant version available
·  100V line and fire retardant versions available
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
·  Additional metalwork available to fly coherent clusters
·  AX88E version available in wooden enclosure

The AX88 is an extremely useful 2 way passive mid-high loudspeaker with a 60° by 55° dispersion.  It 
provides a cost effective, high quality solution for many diverse and demanding audio applications including 
Arena, Stadia, Theatrical and Entertainment installations.  Its high efficiency, wide frequency range and low 
distortion delivers particularly clear and intelligible speech.  AX88s are often selected for acoustically chal-
lenging environments such as Ice Arenas and other large hard surfaced venues where their controlled 
dispersion keeps reflections to a minimum.  

With the addition of Funktion One bass products like the F118 or F121, AX88s can also be used as a highly 
effective music system.

Existing clients include Kojice Steel Arena in Slovakia, Ipswich Football Club in the UK, and the renowned 
Cielo Club in New York.

AX88
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Horizontal Version

65Hz - 15kHz
19kg (42lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

12”
5”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

25 - 520Hz
520Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

102dB
112dB 

Power
(rms**)

350W
75W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
12Ω

Features:
·  Very low distortion
·  Funktion One designed Neodymium drivers 
·  Rotatable mid-high waveguide for horizontal use
·  Integral 35mm pole mount
·  Optional full grill for discrete appearance
·  Optional Passive Crossover Module (PX1)
·  Complete range of flying and mounting options 

The Resolution 1 is a radical, 2-way loudspeaker enclosure, resulting from Tony Andrews’ 30 years pioneer-
ing research and development of high efficiency cone mid-range.  A unique Funktion-One 5” loudspeaker 
eliminates the need for compression drivers with their associated harshness and distortion. This device, 
when used in conjunction with the dedicated Axhead-loaded waveguide, smoothly reproduces both mid-
range and high frequencies with exceptional coherency and detail.  Further, this 5" device smoothly con-
nects with the 12" ported low frequency driver at 520Hz.  This is in contrast to conventional 2-way systems 
where compromised compression drivers are stretched to (almost) meet equally stretched and indistinct 
12" or 15" low frequency drivers at between 1 and 2kHz.  The accuracy, projection and imaging detail of 
the R1 make it ideally suited to high intelligibility applications including theatrical use.

The enclosure shape has a rear recess that can be fitted with the optional PX1 passive crossover module. 
The waveguide can be rotated for use in either vertical or horizontal formats. 

Resolution 1
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55Hz - 15kHz
29kg (64lbs)

90° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

18”
5”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

55 - 595Hz
520Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

102dB
112dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W
75W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
12Ω

Features:
·  Very low distortion
·  Wide dispersion
·  Funktion One designed Neodymium drivers 
·  Integral 35mm pole mount
·  Optional full grill for discrete appearance
·  Optional Passive Crossover Module (PX1.5)

Building on the success of our innovative R1, the Resolution 1.5 is a 2-way loudspeaker enclosure with 80 
degree dispersion, high-fidelity and good low frequency output for its size.  Our unique axhead-loaded 5” 
cone loudspeaker is combined with a substantial 18” bass driver to present a highly capable two way enclo-
sure.  In common with the Resolution 1, the 5” eliminates the need for compression drivers with their inher-
ent harshness and distortion.  The 5” driver’s ability to operate cleanly down to a low crossover point of 590 
Hz allows the transition to the bass driver to be of exceptional smoothness.  Furthermore, our bass loading 
technology enables use of an 18” driver in an enclosure size where previously only a 15” loudspeaker could 
have been used.  As usual with Funktion One there is no system EQ and the resulting sound is extremely 
involving. It is well suited to applications needing a single enclosure per side including theatres, entertain-
ment venues and worship spaces.   

Resolution 1.5
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55Hz - 15kHz
29kg (64lbs)

90° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 12”
5”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

25 - 520Hz
520Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

103dB
112dB 

Power
(rms**)

700W
75W

Nominal
Impedance

4Ω
12Ω

The cabinet can be closely 
secured to either the wall or 
ceiling using the CP1.5TT 
Coupling Plate Set 

The Resolution 1.5TT is a two-way enclosure specifically designed for mid sized venues with low ceiling 
heights.  It can be neatly installed tight against a ceiling providing good coverage due to the built-in down-
ward angle of the devices.  Combining twin 12” drivers as used in the Resolution 1 with the 80 degree 
dispersion 5“ from the Resolution 1.5, this is a unique and excellent solution for difficult to specify applica-
tions.  Its already strong bass response can be further extended with a wide range of Funktion One bass 
enclosures, from the Minibass 212 to the F121.

Resolution 1.5TT
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50Hz - 18kHz
48kg (106lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

15”
8”
1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

28 - 250Hz
250 - 6k5Hz
6k5Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

102dB
106dB
107dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W
200W
50W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

12Ω Total}

Features:
·  Full range, stand alone enclosure
·  Fully horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Three-way bi-amped (passive HF)
·  Funktion One designed drivers
·  Complete range of flying and mounting options
·  Fitted with M10 flypoints
·  Optional Wheelboard
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance
·  R2S8, R2SH and R2EH mid/mid-high 
   versions also available
 

The Resolution 2 is an entirely horn-loaded, surprisingly compact, full range loudspeaker enclosure.  The 
driver complement comprises a 15” for bass, an 8” for midrange and a 1” for high frequencies. Funktion 
One’s waveguide and driver technology produces clear, involving and powerful sound.  The R2’s unique 
combination of size, high efficiency and sonic excellence make it ideally suited to a wide range of uses.  This 
loudspeaker resolves the requirement for quality, response and level from a small source.  

Resolution 2 systems can be supplemented with additional Funktion One bass including Infrabass, F218s 
and F121s.  A slightly larger horizontal version (R2U) is available for installation in venues with low ceiling 
heights.

Resolution 2
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HC2 Scaffold Clamp used to attach YS2 or YU2 to Scaff bar.

WM2 Wall Mount Kit used in conjunction with YS2 Yoke.  (If arm is 
perpendicular to wall then the Resolution 2 can be angled down with a 
maximum angle of 30 degrees).

YS2 Simple Yoke picks up the Resolution 2 from above, attaching to 
SB2 Squaring Brackets on each side of the enclosure.  This is suited to 
top support, tilt down applications.

SB2-K Squaring Brackets attach to both sides of the Resolution 2 
providing parallel surfaces to accept either type of yoke (YS2 or YU2).

FB21 Single Flybar provides an alternative single point lifting method 
and attaches to internal plates at the top of the Resolution 2.

YU2 Universal Yoke has stronger arms than the YS2 and can also be 
used to support the R2 from underneath.  It has clearance to allow the 
cabinet to fully rotate between the supporting arms and attaches to the 
R2 via Squaring Brackets.  For stand mounting the YU2 should be 
ordered with the SA 14/2E HD Stand Top Adaptor. 

Loudspeaker Stand available on request.

FB23M Three-Wide Multi-Point Flybar (see below) facilitates flexible 1, 
2 or 3 wide, single row flying as shown below.  (Two wide use shown to 
different scale).

FB22 Dedicated Two-Wide Flybar (not shown) uses the same design 
principles employed in the FB23M.

FB23 Dedicated Three-Wide Flybar (not shown).  Does not fly two 
wide. 

HC2

WM2

YS2

SB2-K

FB21

YU2

SA14/2E HD

©Funktion One Research Ltd 1999 - 2011
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250Hz - 8kHz
10.5kg (23lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
Glanded captive lead

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

8”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

250Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

106dB 

Power
(rms**)

200W

Nominal
Impedance

12Ω

Features:
·  Wide bandwidth with low distortion
·  Compact and light weight
·  Funktion One designed 8” loudspeaker
·  Includes stainless steel mounting yoke
·  Includes stainless steel mesh grill
·  100V line and fire retardant versions available 

The R2S8 has been specifically developed for high quality speech reinforcement applications.  It uses 
Funktion-One’s advanced cone mid-range technology to produce clear and intelligible sound throughout 
the vocal band without the harshness usually associated with speech loudspeakers.  The efficient wide-
bandwidth 8” driver operates from 250Hz to 8kHz without the need for a separate compression driver.  No 
corrective equalisation is required and the resulting sound feels perceptibly close to the listener so that 
messages and announcements sound natural rather than aggressive.  

This R2S8 loudspeaker is highly durable and weather resistant and is supplied complete with a stainless 
steel yoke bracket and mesh grill. 

Resolution 2S8
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250Hz - 18kHz
13kg (29lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
Industrial sprung terminals 

or Speakon NL4 option

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

8”
1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

250 - 6k5Hz
6k5Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

106dB
107dB 

Power
(rms**)

200W
50W

Nominal
Impedance

12Ω Total}

Features:
·  Passive crossover (minimising amp/x-over usage)
·  Funktion One designed drivers (8” and 1”)
·  Includes stainless steel mounting yoke
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
·  100V line and fire retardant versions available
·  R2EH version available in wooden enclosure

The R2SH skeletal loudspeaker is the mid-high section of a Resolution 2 producing high output for its com-
pact size. Operating upwards from 250Hz it can either be used in conjunction with Funktion One bass 
enclosures like the F118 or F215 as a main system in its own right, or used effectively as in-fill or delays in 
larger systems.

Resolution 2SH
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605mm
 [1'-11 13/16"]

605mm
 [1'-11 13/16"]

640mm
 [2'-1 3/16"]

600mm
 [1'-11 5/8"]

Limited rotation, but allows for
close proximity to ceiling.

Also good for when the R3SH is
hung upside down.

Yoke allows �135� of rotation

Stainless steel bolts or lever
bolts for touring aplications.

Two speakon NL4 connectors

Single 12mm�  fixing point;
suitable for 12mm or 1/2" bolts.

Plus a 7mm�  hole for safety wire

495mm
 [1'-7 1/2"]

170Hz - 18kHz
17.5kg (39lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
Industrial sprung terminals 

or Speakon NL4 option

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

10”
1.4”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

170 - 5k99Hz
5k55Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

108dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

250W
75W

Nominal
Impedance

16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Funktion One designed drivers with Neodymium Magnets
·  Includes steel mounting yoke
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
·  Passive option available 
·  R3EH version available in wooden enclosure 

The R3SH skeletal loudspeaker is the mid-high section of a Resolution 3 offering high output and controlled 
directivity.  It can be used in a wide range of applications which include providing additional coverage to a 
Resolution 3 system, as the high power mid-high section of a multi-way PA system (for example with DS15s 
and F221s) or in demanding speech based applications such as theatrical voice reinforcement.

Resolution 3SH-EVO
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656mm
 [2'-1 13/16"]

638mm
 [2'-1 1/8"]

543mm
 [1'-9 3/8"]

M10 Flypoints

Cabinet has the same
footprint as a Resolution 3

431mm
 [1'-5"]

528mm
 [1'-8 13/16"]

254mm
 [10"]

180Hz - 18kHz
38kg (84lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

10”
1.4”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

180 - 4kHz
4kHz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

108dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

250W
75W

Nominal
Impedance

16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Funktion One designed drivers with Neodymium Magnets
·  Optional grill for discrete appearance 
·  Passive option available 
·  R3SH Evo skeletal version available
 
 

The R3EH Evo is a mid-high loudspeaker enclosure offering high output and controlled directivity.  It is most 
frequently used as the high power mid-high section of a multi-way PA system (for example with F215s and 
F221s/BR221s) or as stage infills for larger systems.

R3EH evo
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114Hz - 18kHz
46kg (101lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
EP6 panel and captive lead

in cable recess

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

12”
8”
1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

114 - 445Hz
445 - 5k77Hz
5k55Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

105dB
108dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

300W
200W
50W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Fully horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Funktion One designed Neodymium drivers
·  Integrated inter-cabinet flying system 
·  Captive link lead in recessed cable pocket
·  Identical size to Resolution 5 and 18 
·  Supplied with protective wheelboard 
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
 

The Resolution 4 Touring is a three-way mid-high loudspeaker enclosure perfectly suited for use in medium 
sized applications.  Typically used two wide for 80-90 degree overall dispersion, the Resolution 4 can also 
be used as delay or in-fill with Resolution 5 systems (for example as side hangs in Arena systems inter-
spersed with Resolution 18s).  Dimensionally identical to the Resolution 5 and 18, this enclosure also 
shares the same patented point-source flying system making for fast and easily adjustable set up.  All inter-
cabinet flying hardware is built into each enclosure leaving no chains, pins or tools to lose.  Furthermore, this 
system allows secure ground stacking with optimum angle adjustment.  This is a powerful and efficient mid-
high enclosure which is designed to be operated as part of a four way system with F218, F121 or F221 
bass.  The sonic quality of the Resolution 4 is exceptional.

If the built-in flying system is not required, installation and simplified ‘E’ enclosure variants are also available.

Resolution 4T
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Main Product Options:
·  Resolution 4E - CP
   Ceramic Drivers, Passive HF crossover, NL4 panel sockets
·  Resolution 4E - C
   Ceramic Drivers, Active, EP6 panel sockets
·  Resolution 4E - NP
   Neodymium Drivers, Passive HF crossover, NL4 panel sockets
·  Resolution 4E - N
   Neodymium Drivers, Active, EP6 panel sockets

Further Options:
·  Wheelboard (as supplied with full touring version)
·  Captive lead in protected cable pocket for touring use
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
·  Resolution 4DE simplified downfill and R18E also available

Specifications
As for Resolution 4 Full Touring Version overleaf   

The Resolution 4E is a great loudspeaker choice for medium scale events and installations offering excep-
tional sound quality.  With simplified enclosure design without the integrated flying hardware or captive lead 
found on the full touring version, the R4E represents great value for money.  Typically used two wide for 
80-90 degree overall dispersion it is perfect for use in ground stacks with F218 or F121 bass.  Dedicated 
accessories also enable the R4E to be flown and arrayed in fixed installations.

A variety of options are available, the main examples of which are listed below: 

Resolution 4E

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec

6 4 7 11

 

Based on 
Pantone
425 ec

52,29,30, 78

Based on 
Pantone
275 ec

100,100,7, 56

headers & footers

Text and  model panels

Overall body text colour
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114Hz - 18kHz
38kg (84lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
Industrial sprung terminal 

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:
With passive HF crossover, overall MH impedance: 12Ω

Driver

12”
8”
1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

114 - 445Hz
445 - 5k77Hz
5k55Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

105dB
109dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

300W
200W
50W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Lightweight minimalist design  
·  Supplied in vertical or horizontal formats  
·  Funktion One designed drivers 
·  Suspension points provided 
·  Optional lightweight Neodymium magnets
·  Optional passive HF crossover 

The Resolution 4S is a three-way mid-high skeletal loudspeaker, specifically designed to be cost effective 
by dispensing with the touring features (enclosure and flying equipment) in fixed installation applications.  It 
offers uniform and controlled dispersion with sound quality equal to that of the enclosed versions. The 
Resolution 4S is suited to a wide range of applications including demanding club and theatre venues.  Also 
available with a passive high frequency crossover, the R4S can be bi-amplified to minimise overall system 
cost.  The mid-high horn section can be supplied rotated through 90° to facilitate horizontal use where ceil-
ing height is restricted. 

Resolution 4S

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec

6 4 7 11
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445Hz - 18kHz
20kg (44lbs)

25° Horizontal x 50° Vertical
EP6 panel and captive lead

in cable recess

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

8”
1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

445 - 5k77Hz
5k55Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

108dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

200W
50W 

Nominal
Impedance

16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Unique shape for close arraying
·  Large vertical coverage
·  Two-way active
·  Horn loaded for high efficiency 
·  Funktion One designed Neodymium drivers
·  Built-in flying hardware
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
 
 
 

The Resolution 4D Downfill enclosure is designed to complete Resolution 5 flown arrays.  It offers extensive 
vertical dispersion providing coverage right down to the first row of seats.  Its unique tapered shape allows 
the rest of the cluster to be coupled closely together generating a coherent wave-front and adding a finish-
ing touch to the spherical cluster's aesthetics.  As with other Resolution Touring enclosures, all inter-cabinet 
flying hardware is included.    

Resolution 4D Downfill

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec
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114Hz - 18kHz
49kg (108lbs)

25° Horizontal x 20° Vertical
EP6 panel and captive lead

in cable recess

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

12”
8”
2x1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

114 - 445Hz
445 - 7k55Hz
5k77Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

105dB
111dB
113dB 

Power
(rms**)

300W
200W
100W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Superior Point Source alternative to Line Array
·  Fully horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Funktion One designed Neodymium drivers
·  Integrated inter-cabinet flying system 
·  Captive link lead in recessed cable pocket
·  Identical size to Resolution 4 and 18 
·  Supplied with protective wheelboard 
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
·  Simplified “Enclosure” and “Skeletal” versions available
 

The Resolution 5 Touring enclosure is a high intensity three-way, mid-high loudspeaker used to create high 
accuracy point-source arrays.  The unique and patented midrange Axhead loading device not only gives 
incredible efficiency and dispersion control, but also increases high frequency output from the 8" cone 
driver.  This means that the crossover point to the compression driver can be raised to around 6kHz for 
dramatically reduced distortion compared to the compression driver based midrange systems so prevalent 
in the industry.  Its highly controlled and focused dispersion enables precise tailoring of overall system cov-
erage, simply through the geometry of the array.  Unwanted room reflections are thereby substantially 
reduced, maintaining the enclosure's high intelligibility.  The system's flexibility in application makes it suit-
able for any event size from 500 people to the largest festival, thereby maximising use of rental inventory.  Its 
innovative and simple integrated flying system, combined with minimal size and weight, allow for easy and 
effective flying or ground stacking.  The Resolution 5 is economic in terms of system cost, production 
budget and truck space.  Above all, the accuracy and sonic quality it delivers are exceptional for all genres 
of music.

Resolution 5T

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec
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445Hz - 18kHz
20kg (44lbs)

25° Horizontal x 50° Vertical
EP6 panel and captive lead

in cable recess

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

8”
1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

445 - 5k77Hz
5k55Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

108dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

200W
50W 

Nominal
Impedance

16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Unique shape for close arraying
·  Large vertical coverage
·  Two-way active
·  Horn loaded for high efficiency 
·  Funktion One designed Neodymium drivers
·  Built-in flying hardware
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
 
 
 

The Resolution 4D Downfill enclosure is designed to complete Resolution 5 flown arrays.  It offers extensive 
vertical dispersion providing coverage right down to the first row of seats.  Its unique tapered shape allows 
the rest of the cluster to be coupled closely together generating a coherent wave-front and adding a finish-
ing touch to the spherical cluster's aesthetics.  As with other Resolution Touring enclosures, all inter-cabinet 
flying hardware is included.    

Resolution 4D Downfill

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec
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969mm
 [3'-2 1/8"]

661mm
 [2'-2 1/16"]

565mm
 [1'-10 1/4"]

386mm
 [1'-3 3/16"]

856mm
 [2'-9 11/16"]

153mm
 [6"]

40°

55Hz - 20kHz
57kg (126lbs)

50° Horizontal x 25° Vertical
2 x Speakon NL8

or EP6 option

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

15”
10”
1.4”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

50/80 - 200Hz
200 - 4kHz
4kHz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

103dB
108dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W
250W
75W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Fully horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Three-way
·  Funktion One designed drivers
·  Low weight Neodymium magnets throughout
·  Fitted with M10 flypoints
·  Optional Wheelboard (coming soon)
·  Optional sturdy grille for discrete appearance
·  Evo6EH and Evo6SH mid-high versions also available
  (coming soon)

The Evolution 6E is a high intensity loudspeaker combining horn-loaded 15” mid-bass, 10” Funktion One 
signature mid-range and a 1.4” compression driver into a very compact enclosure offering class leading 
efficiency and performance.  The Evo 6E has 50° nominal horizontal dispersion and physically arrays at 40°; 
two wide giving smooth coverage over 90°.

Perfect for all applications and genres of music, Evolution 6E systems offer state-of-the-art Funktion One 
sound quality.  We recommend their use with F121, F221 or BR221 bass enclosures.

Evo6E
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659mm
 [2'-1 15/16"]

969mm
 [3'-2 1/8"]

419mm
 [1'-4 1/2"]

30°

859mm
 [2'-9 13/16"]

130mm
 [5 1/8"]

565mm
 [1'-10 1/4"] 55Hz - 20kHz

61kg (134lbs)
40° Horizontal x 20° Vertical

2 x Speakon NL8
or EP6 option

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

15”
10”
1.4”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

50/80 - 200Hz
200 - 4kHz
4kHz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

103dB
109dB
110dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W
250W
75W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Fully horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Three-way
·  Funktion One designed drivers
·  Low weight Neodymium magnets throughout
·  Fitted with M10 flypoints
·  Optional Wheelboard (coming soon)
·  Optional sturdy grille for discrete appearance
·  Evo7EH and Evo7SH mid-high versions also available
  (coming soon)

The Evolution 7E is a very high intensity loudspeaker enclosure and is incredibly compact for its output 
performance.  The Evo 7E is fully horn-loaded with 15” mid-bass, 10” Funktion One signature mid-range 
and a 1.4” compression driver.  The Evolution 7E has 40° nominal horizontal dispersion and physically 
arrays at 30°.  Three wide gives smooth coverage to 100° and are suitable for crowd sizes of around      
2,500 people. 

Perfect for all applications and genres of music, Evo7E systems offer state-of-the-art Funktion One sound 
quality.  We recommend their use with F121, F221 or BR221 bass enclosures.

Evo7E
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618mm

 [2'-0 5/16""]

443mm

 [1'-5 7/16""]

510mm

 [1'-8 1/16""]

A2.1
Serial:

Limit

Signal

Power

Clip / Protect

0°
180°Ø

Polarity
Bass Satellites

Full Range
High Passed

Crossover

150Hz
125Hz
100Hz

SatellitesBass

PA
Studio

Limit

Signal

Power

Clip / Protect

0°
180°Ø

Polarity
Bass Satellites

Full Range
High Passed

Crossover

150Hz
125Hz
100Hz

SatellitesBass

PA
Studio

Bass@ 500W, 2 x Satellites @ 150W  
230Vac / 115Vac

IEC
Less than 1%

55Hz - 150Hz
43kg (95lbs)

15mm Birch Ply
2 x XLR / ¼” Jack
2 x Speakon NL4

Amplifier Power (rms): 
Mains supply voltages:
Mains connection: 
Amplifier THD @ full power

Loudspeaker Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (Including Amplifier):
Construction:
Input Connectors:
Output Connectors:

The SB210A is an active bass unit, which has two extra channels for powering a pair of satellite speakers. 
Answering the demand for Funktion-One sonic quality in home, studio and small entertainment spaces, the 
SB210A - together with a pair of Funktion-One F55s, F81s or F101s - delivers a complete and easy to set 
up system. 

The SB210A package enables users to experience Funktion-One sound in smaller environments without 
having to invest in all of the separate elements - speakers, a bass unit, an amplifier and crossover unit. Now 
those who have experienced the sonic qualities of large format Funktion-One systems can equip their 
studio, use the system as a home hi-fi, or for small events - such as a gallery exhibitions or a party for up to 
around 100 people.   As with all Funktion-One products the conversion of amplifier energy to acoustic 
output is extremely high, giving a very big sound for such a compact system.
  
Taking a stereo input from an XLR or quarter-inch-jack connection, the SB210A offers three set crossover 
points at 100Hz, 125Hz or 150Hz. It features separate level control for bass and for the satellite speakers, 
and a polarity reverse switch for the bass output. The amplifier has been designed for the specific                 
requirements of Funktion-One’s drivers and has been optimised accordingly. It comes with limiting and 
protection configured for both the bass unit and the satellite speakers.

SB210A
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60Hz - 160kHz
19.5kg (43lbs)
20.5kg (45lbs)

15mm Birch Ply

2 x Speakon NL4
XLR Left & Right (mono sum)

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (unpowered):
      (powered):
Construction:
Connectors
 (unpowered):
     (powered):

Driver

12”
*AES rated

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

104dB 

Power
(rms*)

250W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

The MB112 is one of Funktion-One’s most compact bass enclosures.  It makes a great bass extension to 
the F55 and F81 loudspeakers in applications such as bars, restaurants and home studios.  It comprises a 
single 12" loudspeaker driving a ported resonant chamber enclosure handling 250 Watts and averaging an 
impressive 105dB sensitivity between 60Hz and 160Hz.  There is also a self powered version available 
which elegantly solves the issue of a mono-sum, crossover and amplification set up.

MB112

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec

6 4 7 11

 

Based on 
Pantone
425 ec

52,29,30, 78

Based on 
Pantone
275 ec

100,100,7, 56

headers & footers

Text and  model panels

Overall body text colour
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55Hz - 160Hz
29kg (64lbs)

15mm Birch Ply
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 10”
*AES rated

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

104dB 

Power
(rms*)

500W

Nominal
Impedance

4Ω

The MB210LP is one of Funktion-One’s most compact bass loudspeaker enclosures.  It provides great 
bass extension to F81 and F101 systems for applications including bars, restaurants and studios.  

The MB210LP’s low-profile design was specifically developed to enable it to be fitted under seating and it 
is highly versatile as a result.  It comprises dual 10" loudspeakers with Neodymium magnets, driving a 
ported resonant chamber enclosure handling 500 Watts and averaging 104dB sensitivity between 55Hz 
and 160Hz. The forthcoming self powered version elegantly solves the issue of a mono-sum, crossover and 
amplification set up.

MB210LP

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec

6 4 7 11
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Corner version also available.
Same height as standard model,
connectors on small back panel.

35Hz - 125Hz
48kg (106lbs)

15mm Birch Ply
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 12”
*AES rated

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

104dB 

Power
(rms*)

600W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Patented loading technology
·  Dual Funktion One designed 12” drivers
·  Includes a curved stainless steel grill
·  Integral handles
·  Integral flying points
·  Corner version also available

The Minibass 212 is a compact version of Funktion-One’s patented Infrabass technology.  It provides 
smooth and deep bass extension to mid-high loudspeakers including F88s and Resolution 1s.

The Minibass 212 incorporates dual Funktion-One designed 12" loudspeakers which drive a ported reso-
nant chamber enclosure handling 600 Watts and averaging 104dB sensitivity between 40Hz and 125Hz. 
The 8ohm enclosure allows multiple units to be driven by one amplifier.

Minibass 212

Based on 
Pantone
420 ec

6 4 7 11
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60Hz - 250Hz
63kg (139lbs)

15mm Birch Ply
2 x Speakon NL4

(One driver wired pins 1+/- and one on 2+/-)

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

2x15”

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

105dB 

Power
(rms)

800W
AES rated

Nominal
Impedance

2 x 8Ω
4Ω Total

Features:
·  Fully horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Advanced loudspeaker driver design
·  Integral Handles
·  Optional Wheels
·  Optional threaded pole mount

The F215 Mk2 offers amazingly well defined mid bass from a compact enclosure; bringing new power,   
clarity and output to an important yet often disregarded area of the frequency spectrum. 

Utilising similar bass loading technology to Funktion One’s highly regarded F218, with Funktion One high 
performance drivers and an overall tuning for strong and accurate impact, the F215 Mk2 delivers               
outstanding bass performance.  It can be used as a main stand alone bass enclosure for smaller systems or 
combined with other Funktion One bass enclosures to form the beating heart of larger systems. 

The vertically stacked arrangement of the two horns, birch ply construction and optional robust wheels make 
for a durable, convenient and high performance package.  

 

F215 mkII
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1551mm
 [5'-1 1/16"]

430mm
 [1'-4 15/16"]

650mm
 [2'-1 9/16"]

55Hz - 250Hz
81kg (178lbs)

15mm Birch Ply
Speakon NL4

All drivers on pins 1±

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

3x15”

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

106dB 

Power
(rms)

1200W
AES rated

Nominal
Impedance

3 x 8Ω
2.7Ω Total

Features:
·  Fully horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Advanced loudspeaker driver design
·  Integral Handles
·  Integral M10 flypoints
·  Optional internal studding for suspending with mid-high
   loudspeakers (specified on order).

The F315 offers amazingly well defined mid-bass from a slim-line enclosure; bringing new power, clarity and 
output to an important yet often neglected area of the frequency spectrum.

Utilising similar bass loading technology to Funktion One’s highly regarded F215 and F218 Mk2s, with a 
high performance driver specification and an overall tuning for more impact; the F315 delivers outstanding 
mid/upper bass performance.  Adding the extra 15” driver, compared to a standard F215 Mk2, not only 
gives 50% more power but the unique complement of 3 drivers to 2 horns unifies this power in an extremely 
cohesive and coherent manner.  The F315 can be ideally combined with other Funktion One bass               
enclosures such as the F221, BR221 or BR218 and mid-high enclosures such at the DS210 or EVO 
range.

F315
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Shown with optional stainless steel throat grill

50Hz - 225Hz
50kg (110lbs)

45kg (99lbs)
18mm Birch Ply

2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (ceramic magnets):
       (neodymium magnets):
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

18”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

25 - 125Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

103dB 

Power
(rms**)

450W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Proven loading design with latest Andrews’ tuning
·  Powerful and compact
·  Funktion One designed driver
·  Integral handles
·  Optional throat grill
·  Optional wheels
·  Optional pole mount (35mm diameter)

The F118 is the single 18” version of the F218 for those who require a compact horn-loaded enclosure.  In 
common with the F218, the Mark 2 version brings refined loading, improved heat dissipation and an 
updated driver specification.  It provides strong, well-defined, clean bass from a small and manageable 
package.  The F118 can be supplied with an optional pole mount for use with a wide range of mid-high 
products including the F101, F88, R1 and R2SH.   An installation version of this enclosure with flying points 
is also available; which can be effectively used to provide bass extension to products such as the AX88. 

F118 mkII
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45Hz - 225Hz
93kg (204lbs)

81.5kg (179lbs)
18mm Birch Ply

2 x Speakon NL4
(One driver wired pins 1+/- and one on 2 +/-)

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (ceramic magnets):
       (neodymium magnets):
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 18”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

25 - 125Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

105dB 

Power
(rms**)

900W 

Nominal
Impedance

2 x 8Ω
4Ω Total

Features:
·  Proven loading design with latest Andrews’ tuning
·  Funktion One designed drivers
·  Integral handles
·  Optional throat grills
·  Optional wheels nest inside flare of adjacent enclosure
·  Optional lightweight Neodymium magnets

The F218 Mk2 is the latest iteration of Funktion One’s long established and highly respected dual 18” bass 
enclosure. This is the result of a holistic approach, over many years of research and development, into bass 
loading techniques. The evolved product is highly regarded in professional audio circles for its extreme 
robustness and delivery of large quantities of tight, punchy, well-defined clean bass from a relatively small 
and very manageable package. It has often been emulated but never equalled.  The recently introduced 
F218 Mk2 brings refined loading, improved heat dissipation and an updated driver spec. 

F218 mkII
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40Hz - 250Hz
72kg (159lbs)

18mm Birch Ply
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

21”

*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

20 - 125Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

105dB 

Power
(rms**)

750W 

Nominal
Impedance

4Ω
or
8Ω

Features:
·  Advanced Andrews’ loading
·  High output from moderately sized enclosure
·  Funktion One designed driver with Neodymium magnet
·  Integral handles
·  Optional throat grill, wheels and pole mount

The F121 provides outstanding bass performance from a moderately sized enclosure making it the bass of 
choice for many diverse applications.  Similar in output power to an F218, this single 21” version of the 
F221 can be used with virtually all Funktion One mid-high loudspeakers to great effect.  The advanced load-
ing and driver design of this high-efficiency product provides audiences and crowds around the world with 
stimulating and satisfying experiences.  The F121 comprises a horn-loaded and very robust Funktion One 
designed 21” driver with 6” voicecoil and Neodymium magnet.  Available in 4 Ohm or 8 Ohm versions with 
optional wheels, throat grill and pole mount.

F121
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40Hz - 180Hz
130kg (288lbs)
18mm Birch Ply

2 x Speakon NL4
(One driver wired pins 1+/- and one on 2 +/-)

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 21”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

20 - 125Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

107dB 

Power
(rms**)

1500W 

Nominal
Impedance

2 x 4Ω
2Ω Total

or
2 x 8Ω

4Ω Total

Features:
·  Advanced Andrews’ loading
·  Funktion One designed drivers with Neodymium magnets
·  Integral handles
·  Optional throat grills
·  Optional wheels nest inside flare of adjacent enclosure

Funktion One are renowned for the controlled energy of our loudspeaker systems – this is nowhere more 
evident than in our bass enclosures which deliver physicality with accuracy for truly involving musical experi-
ences. In the 1980s Funktion One’s Tony Andrews pioneered work on the development of the first 21” loud-
speaker ever made.  This provided the low end for his highly regarded system design of the time which was 
used on world tours by groups including Pink Floyd and Dire Straits.  More recently, with F1's access to 
advanced materials and Andrews’ heightened understanding of loudspeaker and enclosure tuning, his origi-
nal 21” concept was due for a revisit.  By using Neodymium instead of Ceramic, the magnet weight has 
been reduced from 28.5kg to 11.5kg which opened the possibility for a dual 21”.  The Funktion-One 
designed drivers are incredibly robust and have 6” voice coils for maximising power input.  The resulting 
F221 is an exceptionally efficient high-intensity bass enclosure providing fast, accurate, physical bass of the 
highest calibre.

The product is supplied with a choice of 4 Ohm or 8 Ohm drivers and optional wheels and throat grills.

F221
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25Hz - 80Hz
90kg (198lbs)

18mm Birch Ply
2 x Speakon NL4

(One driver wired pins 1+/- and one on 2 +/-)

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 18”

*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

20 - 80Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

103dB 

Power
(rms**)

1200W 

Nominal
Impedance

2 x 8Ω
4Ω Total

Features:
·  Dual Funktion One designed 18” drivers with 5” voice-coils
·  Dimensionally identical to F-218
·  Includes a curved stainless steel grill
·  Integral handles
·  Optional wheels

The patented Infrabass 218 is a bass loudspeaker enclosure covering the octave from 30 to 60Hz. It deliv-
ers smooth, deep bass for a powerful sonic experience. Its proficiency through the lowest bass octave can 
be used to extend the bass delivery of any Funktion One system.  Due to the very large current requirements 
of extreme low frequencies, only amplifiers with high calibre power supplies will realise the full potential of 
this product. The optional Double Infrahorn, shown overleaf, can provide significant additional loading for a 
pair of Infrabass 218s in applications with extreme bass requirements.
 

Infrabass 218
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Features:
·  Increases efficiency, directivity and projection 
of a pair of Infrabass (extra 10 dB at 33Hz)
·  Optional wheels available 

Infrabass with Infrahorn
(not to scale) 

The Double Infrahorn is a waveguide which can be used in conjunction with a pair of Infrabass 218s for 
applications with extreme low-frequency bass requirements.  When bolted directly to the front of two Infra-
bass, the waveguide increases the output of the pair by up to 10dB at 33Hz.  The additional loading 
provided by the Infrahorn significantly enhances both the efficiency and directivity of the Infrabass.  Double 
Infrahorns can be used singly or stacked above each other in multiples to produce unprecedented low-bass 
performance.  Where space permits, the Double Infrahorn represents a cost effective way of maximising 
Infrabass output, whether it be for use within the club environment or for outdoor arenas.

Double Infrahorn
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40Hz - 250Hz
41kg (90lbs)

NL4 panel and captive lead
in cable recess

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Connectors:

Driver

18”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

25 - 125Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

103dB 

Power
(rms**)

450W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Identical size to Resolution 4 and 5 for use in arrays
·  Funktion One designed Neodymium driver
·  Built-in flying hardware
·  Supplied with protective wheelboard 
·  Optional scrim for discrete appearance 
·  Simplified R18E version available
 
 

The Resolution 18 bass loudspeaker enclosure has been specifically designed for use in Resolution 4 and 
Resolution 5 touring arrays where flown bass is required.  It is dimensionally identical to its R4 and R5 coun-
terparts and incorporates the same integral quick-fly rigging system.  Comprising a high-efficiency, horn-
loaded 18” driver with Neodymium magnet it delivers responsive and accurate bass from a small and man-
ageable enclosure.     

Resolution 18
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Driver

2 x 21”

1 x 21”

2 x 18”

1 x 18”

1 x 15”

Frequency 
Response ±3dB

30 - 270Hz

32 - 270Hz

35 - 300Hz

37 - 300Hz

45 - 320Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

104dB

103dB

104dB

103dB

103dB 

Power
(rms**)

1300W

650W

1100W

550W

500W 

Nominal
Impedance

2 x 8Ω :  4Ω Total

8Ω 

2 x 8Ω :  4Ω Total

8Ω 

8Ω

Weight

120kg (265lbs)

66kg (146lbs)

70kg (152lbs)

38kg (84lbs)

33kg (73lbs)

Product

BR221

BR121

BR218

BR118

BR115

*BR221 & BR218: One driver wired pins 1+/- and one on 2 +/-

Features:
·  Extremely well braced enclosures for clean bass performance
·  Robust powder coated steel grilles
·  Integral handles
·  Optional M20 threaded pole mount
·  Optional wheels (BR121, BR221 & BR218 only)
·  Compact and manageable enclosures (BR118 & BR115)
·  All 18mm Birch Plywood
·  2 x Speakon NL4 connectors* 

Photo showing BR218 

This new range of Bass Reflex enclosures from Funktion-One addresses applications requiring deep, 
strong bass at close range such as live music, clubs and high performance monitoring.  The unique tuning 
of these designs results in relatively compact size yet with more definition than is usually available from this 
type of enclosure.  This extra definition means they can also be used for higher bass frequencies, leading to 
use in a wide variety of configurations, extending Funktion-One systems by delivering plush elastic bass 
with plenty of low frequency extension.
 

Provides deep sub-bass extension from a single                
enclosure. Well matched with products including 
F215Mk2, R2, EVO6 etc.

Well rounded multi-purpose bass enclosure, with good 
sub-bass performance combined with useful upper bass 
capability.

Deep near-field bass from a compact enclosure.  Well 
matched with products including F88, F1201, R1 etc.

Good bass performance from a compact enclosure.  Well 
matched with products including F81, F101 etc. Ideal for 
smaller applications including studios and monitoring

BR121/ -
BR221

BR218  -

BR118  -

BR115  -

BR - Bass Reflex
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Wheels optional

873mm
 [2'-10 3/8"]

1190mm
 [3'-10 7/8"]

718mm
 [2'-4 1/4"]

741mm
 [2'-5 3/16"]

562mm
 [1'-10 1/8"]

491mm
 [1'-7 5/16"]

517mm
 [1'-8 3/8"]

622mm
 [2'-0 1/2"]

548mm
 [1'-9 9/16"]

547mm
 [1'-9 9/16"]

1020mm
 [3'-4 3/16"]

580mm
 [1'-10 13/16"]

594mm
 [1'-11 3/8"]

727mm
 [2'-4 5/8"]

660mm
 [2'-2"]

780mm
 [2'-6 11/16"]

795mm
 [2'-7 1/4"]

662mm
 [2'-2 1/16"]

Wheels optionalWheels optional

Technical Elevations

BR221

BR115

BR218

BR118
BR121

BR - Bass Reflex
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Shown with optional plinth (allows movement of stack with pallet truck) 

The Funktion-One Dance Stack® is a state-of-the-art series of sonically and visually imposing loudspeaker 
systems designed specifically for the club-world and used as far and wide as America, Russia, Japan, 
China, Korea and Brazil.  Many leading European clubs have also embraced the Dance Stack® as the 
cornerstone of their operations.  The purity of the Funktion One design approach completely avoids the 
usual pitfall of system EQ with its associated phase problems.  This leads to incredible transient delivery 
which provides club-goers around the world with a totally involving, distortion and pain-free musical experi-
ence.  A choice of Funktion One bass specification means that the Dance Stack® can be tailored to the indi-
vidual needs of the venue.

These systems offer an unprecedented level of power combined with a breathtaking transparency and purity 
with a strong eye-catching visual aesthetic.

The most popular configurations are as follows:

DS1:  3 x F218, 1 x DS15 and 1 x DS210
DS3:  2 x Infrabass 218, 1 x Double Infrahorn, 
          2 x F215, 1 x DS15 and 1 x DS210
DS4:  2 x F221, 2 x DS15 and 1 x DS210

Dance Stack® Systems
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170Hz - 18kHz
64kg (141lbs)

15mm Birch Ply
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 10”
2 x 1”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

227 - 5k99kHz
5k55Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

108dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

500W
100W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
8Ω

Features:
·  Forms the high-mid section of our Dance Stack® systems
·  Funktion One designed drivers
·  Passive option available 
·  Flying version available
·  Inverted version available for clubs with low ceiling heights 
 

The DS210 loudspeaker enclosure comprises dual axhead-loaded 10'' mid-high drivers and dual 1'' com-
pression drivers (with Funktion-One's signature high HF crossover point for minimised distortion). Typically 
used in Dance Stacks® with DS15 low mid enclosures and Funktion-One high efficiency bass designs. This 
main Dance Stack® element produces unrivalled clarity and efficiency bringing the music closer than ever 
before.  

DS210
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90Hz - 270Hz
49kg (108lbs)

15mm Birch Ply
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

15”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

105 - 227Hz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

109dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

Features:
·  Unique patented design
·  Horn loaded for high efficiency
·  Flying version available
·  Funktion One designed 15'' driver 

This horn loaded 15'' device delivers punchy, well defined upper-bass and low-mid frequencies.  Within a 
Dance Stack®, this component delivers the low-mid speed and kick necessary for fulfilling dance music 
reproduction.  It has also been used in prestigious installations with other Funktion One products including 
R3SH arrays.  

DS15
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65Hz - 17kHz
23kg (50lbs)
70° Conical

2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

12”
1.4”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

30 - 2.5kHz
2.5kHz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

101dB
109dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W
75W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Small yet powerful 
·  Neodymium magnets
·  Sturdy construction
·  Point source driver arrangement
·  Integral 35mm pole mount
·  Switchable passive network

The PSM12 addresses a need for an extremely powerful yet compact Floor Monitor with the qualities of the 
ground-breaking RM18 in a much smaller package.  It features a custom designed 4” voice coil 12” driver 
for maximum power at low frequencies and a 1.4” compression driver for high frequencies.  Funktion One’s 
unique driver technology allows the compression driver crossover point to be nearly an octave higher than 
is typical resulting in an extremely present but smooth sound, particularly under pressure.  The 70° high 
frequency conical waveguide is concentric with the 12” driver giving a point-source arrangement which is 
optimum for even coverage and minimising feedback.  The monitor is switchable between passive and 
active operation and is supplied with a 35mm integral stand mount.  Funktion One’s holistic driver, enclo-
sure and waveguide design make this product an outstanding monitor.

PSM12  Point Source Monitor
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50Hz - 18kHz
35kg (77lbs)
70° Conical

2 x Speakon NL4
(2 positions)

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

18”
5”
HF
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

30 - 694Hz
694 - 9k5Hz
9k5Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

104dB
112dB
112dB 

Power
(rms**)

600W
80W
18W

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω

8Ω Total

Features:
·  Triple Concentric Point Source driver combination
·  Neodymium magnets
·  Sturdy construction 
·  Integral 35mm pole mount
·  Bi-amplified operation
·  Two recessed double NL4 connector pockets

Funktion One's PSM18 Point Source stage monitor is a radical departure from the standard 15" and 
compression-driver configuration, delivering a significant performance advantage over conventional moni-
tors. The triple concentric arrangement comprises a very high power 18” driver with a coaxially mounted 
two-way compression driver.  The natural materials used in the midrange section of the compression driver 
combined with its 700Hz -18kHz bandwidth give previously unheard clarity and definition to the vocal 
range.  The ultra-fast 18" driver with its Neodymium magnet and 5” voice coil is optimised for low frequency 
definition making the monitor also well suited to use for Bass and Drums.  The PSM18 has a 70° Funktion-
One conical waveguide for high efficiency and control, and the point-source arrangement is optimum for 
smooth coverage and minimising feedback.   As usual with Funktion One's design approach, corrective EQ 
is unnecessary leaving the enclosure phase coherent with plenty of headroom.

PSM18  Point Source Monitor
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65Hz - 15kHz
20kg (45lbs)

25° x 50°
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

50Hz - 15kHz
27kg (60lbs)

25° x 50°
2 x Speakon NL4

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight (without wheelboard):
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

12”
5”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

100dB
113dB 

Power
(rms**)

300W
75W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
12Ω

Operating
Band*

28 - 721Hz
721Hz - up

Operating
Band*

25 - 721Hz
721Hz - up

Driver

15”
5”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

102dB
113dB 

Power
(rms**)

400W
75W 

Nominal
Impedance

8Ω
12Ω

RM12

RM15

The RM12 and RM15 compact monitors are designed for static stage performer or DJ use.  Mid and high 
frequencies are delivered with exceptional coherence from the 5" paper cone transducer originally designed 
for the innovative R1 loudspeaker.  The Funktion One designed lightweight Neodymium 12” and 15” low 
frequency drivers are incorporated into the enclosures with a special loading technique.  This technology 
results in bass performance normally associated with horn loaded boxes whilst maintaining the size and 
weight of their ported counterparts.  

Both monitors are ideal for use as highly accurate and powerful DJ monitors with their low distortion signifi-
cantly reducing ear fatigue compared with compression driver based alternatives.  The horizontal dispersion 
of these monitors (in stage orientation) is relatively narrow and so on stage they are at their best with static 
performers.

The enclosures are provided with integral 35mm pole mounts, so that they can also be deployed as main 
PA loudspeakers, and come complete with a sturdy, foam backed, full metal grille.  They are both available 
with optional passive crossovers.

RM12 & RM15
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NL8 input with glanded
NL4 link to PSM318H

1370mm
 [4'-5 15/16"]

660mm
 [2'-2"]

716mm
 [2'-4 3/16"]

30Hz - 18kHz
107kg (236lbs)

90° Conical
NL8 connection to lower section 

with NL4 glanded lead to top section 

Frequency Response ±3dB:
Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Connectors:

Driver

2 x 18”
18”
5”
HF
*Please check website for latest crossover settings
**AES rated

Operating
Band*

30 - 114Hz
114 - 694Hz

694Hz - 9k5Hz
9k5Hz - up

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

104dB
104dB
112dB
112dB 

Power
(rms**)

1600W
600W
80W
18W 

Nominal
Impedance

}

4Ω Total
8Ω

8Ω Total

Features:
·  High power, high accuracy point source monitoring
·  Each PSM318 comprises 1x PSM318H and 1x PSM318L
·  Quick angle adjustment for different stage locations and DJ heights
·  Integral wheels on PSM318L for easy manouverability on stage
·  Captive link lead to connect PSM318H
·  NL8 connector on PSM318L for single cable connectivity
·  Optional pole mount / flying version of PSM318H available on request
·  Minimised sight line impact.
·  Sturdy grills

The PSM318 DJ Monitor delivers outstanding full frequency output, accuracy and immediacy, setting a new 
benchmark for DJs looking for ultimate stage sound.  Each PSM318 comprises a new double 18” bass reflex 
enclosure (PSM318L) providing very strong near-field sub-bass with a separate triple concentric enclosure 
for the rest of the frequency spectrum (PSM318H).  The two enclosures join with a clever quick-latch system 
to provide simple angle adjustment for different stage positions and DJ heights.  The bass enclosure has 
wheels enabling it to be easily moved into position.  The triple concentric arrangement of the PSM318H  
comprises a very high power 18” driver with a coaxially mounted two-way compression driver. The natural 
materials used in the midrange section of the compression driver give previously unheard clarity and definition 
to the vocal range. The ultra-fast 18" driver with its Neodymium magnet and 5” voice coil delivers excellent 
mid-bass definition.  The overall design has been optimised to minimise sight line impact. 

PSM318
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Funktion-One’s Modular Stadium Technology (MST) addresses large, acoustically challenging                      
environments such as Arenas and Stadia.  The series of large format MST Horns allow sound to be focused 
where it's needed, without unnecessarily exciting the reverberant space leading to clear message           
transmission and intimate, intelligible and involving sound.

Achieving good vocal intelligibility has always been a primary goal of any public address system. This is of 
particular importance in stadiums where the focus is on announcements and commentary. More recently, 
systems have been required to have sufficient bandwidth to be entertainment systems too. The major 
obstacles to achieving vocal intelligibility in large indoor and outdoor spaces are the very long reverb times 
and intelligibility destroying secondary arrivals (reflections) from roof or walls. This is a natural result from 
diffraction of frequencies whose wavelength is larger than the mouth dimensions of typically used loud-
speaker waveguides. Standard waveguides are only large enough to control female vocal frequencies. 
Deeper male vocal and low mid frequencies from music are not controlled and so are diffracted in all direc-
tions giving rise to reflections. Therefore, the answer to highly reverberant spaces, is to employ sufficiently 
large waveguides to completely control all relevant frequencies including low mid, enabling audio to be 
directed solely to the audience areas. The sound that is normally exciting the reverberant field is actually 
focused on the people so not only is intelligibility improved but sound level is also increased.  It therefore 
behoves one to implement large waveguides of sufficient strength and stiffness to be fit for this purpose. 
This would usually imply large devices of impractical weight.

Funktion One have been investigating and developing composite structures since our ground breaking 
installation at The Millennium Dome in London.  In our MST Horns we have achieved a combination of    
structure and materials which integrate strength, light weight and weather resistance with outstanding 
acoustic properties. This composite technology has opened the door to manufacturing large waveguide 
developments of Funktion One's unique cone driver loading technique weighing only 65kg. This technology 
offers unparalleled audio quality and sensitivity from a finely tuned cone driver and waveguide combination 
and the level of directivity control to be expected from a near 2 metre waveguide. The controlled directivity 
behaviour of the waveguides allows them to be vertically combined at angles varying between                          
1 and 22.5 degrees to achieve desired SPL and coverage footprint.

MST Horns are installed in the Ice Hockey Arena and the extensive Bob Sleigh site in Sochi for the Russian 
Winter Olympics in 2014.

MST10-40

Modular Stadium Technology
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1800mm
 [5'-10 7/8"]

823mm
 [2'-8 3/8"]

1678mm
 [5'-6 1/16"]

379mm
 [1'-2 15/16"]

772mm
 [2'-6 3/8"]

Front and rear 
hanging points

Metalwork allows for 
variable splay angle

65kg (143lbs)
40° Horizontal x 20° Vertical

Special Lightweight Composite
Wago terminal box

(other options available)

Weight:
Nominal Dispersion:
Construction:
Connectors:

Driver

10”
1.4”
*Please check website for latest crossover settings

Frequency 
Response ±3dB

150 - 6k5Hz
4.5k - 18kHz

Sensitivity
(1W at 1m)

110dB
111dB 

Power
(rms**)

250W
75W 

Nominal
Impedance

16Ω
16Ω

Features:
·  Large composite waveguide for unprecedented dispersion control and focus.
·  Funktion One designed, wide bandwidth, 10” driver 
·  Unique loading provides very high intelligibility for the most acoustic challenging environments.
·  Lightweight
·  Optional coaxial high frequency horn
·  Different dispersions available
·  Straightforward rigging
·  Weather resistant construction

Please contact Funktion One for system design advice

MST10-40
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Loudspeaker Management Systems
XO2 - 2 input, 6 output crossover

XO4 - 4 input, 8 output crossover

XO4A - 4 input, 8 output crossover with
              Audiocore networking

Amplifiers
E15  Two Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel
8 Ohms - 425;  4 Ohms - 750;  2 Ohms - 1400

E25  Two Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel
8 Ohms - 650;  4 Ohms - 1250;  2 Ohms - 2200

E30Q  Four Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel
8 Ohms - 750;  4 Ohms - 825

E45  Two Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel
8 Ohms - 1200;  4 Ohms - 2250;  2 Ohms - 3200

E90  Two Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel
8 Ohms - 2000;  4 Ohms - 4500;  2 Ohms - 8000

E100Q  Four Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel
8 Ohms - 1400;  4 Ohms - 2800;  2 Ohms - 3700

F40Q  Four Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel:
8 Ohms -  600;  4 Ohms - 1000

F60Q  Four Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel:
8 Ohms -  800;  4 Ohms - 1500

F100-2  Two Channel Amplifier
Output power (Watts RMS) per channel:
8 Ohms - 1500;  4 Ohms - 3000; 2 Ohms - 5000

Funktion One amplifier racks and fully wired 
connector/mains panels are available on request.

DJ Mixers  
A unique combination of sonic quality and DJ friendliness 
offering fantastic bass response with open and natural 
mid-highs.  These analogue mixers are indispensable for 
those that want to maximise the potential of Funktion One 
systems with DJs.  The result of a collaboration between 
Funktion One and Formula Sound.  Available with inter-
changable linear or rotary fader panels and a choice of 
cross-faders.

To realise the full potential of Funktion One loudspeaker systems it is of vital importance that everything in 
the signal path is of equivalent quality to the loudspeakers.  For this reason, Funktion One are pleased to 
offer a series of complementary products including very high audio quality DJ mixers (in collaboration with 
Formula Sound), crossovers (made by XTA Electronics) and rack-mount amplifiers (from MC² and FFA).  
We also make a polarity checker (ASPC1) which is an essential tool for sound technicians to check that all 
the drivers in a sound system are operating in the correct polarity.      

System Electronics
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